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This report examines the ways in which subsidies or payments to fanners have been used
in jurisdictions throughout North America and Europe to pursue environmental ends. 1
The report is divided into two parts. The first part examines subsidies which are directly
intended to encourage environmental protection. The second part looks at means by
which major domestic support programs -- programs mainly intended to support f~er
incomes and encourage exports -- can be used to encourage sound agro-environmental
practices by tying eligibility to minimum environmental practices.

The need to encourage sound agro-environmental practices is clear. A joint fderal-
provincial committee on environmental sustainabtity in agriculture listed soil degradation
and stream sednentatioxy wildlife habitat conservation; contamination of surface and ,
ground water by agricultural by-products, pesticides and nutrients from fertilizers and
manure as the largest environmental problems associated with ftig in British
Columbia.2

These problems have significant costs to both fiarmers and society. For fmers high rates
of soil erosion mean a depletion of their environmental capital. Annual soil erosion losses
in the Fraser Valley have been measured at over 40 tonnes per hectares Build ups of
potassium and copper in soils in the Fraser valley due to input intensive f-g may
interfere in the growth of some plants and livestock.g In the Prairies organic matter -- the
living component of soil - has declined by 40 to 50% since cultivation began.s

1

2

3

4

5

This paper does not examine existing subsidieswhich may encouragepoor environmental behavior.
For a concisebut informative summmy of the relationship between subsidies and environmental
degradation see the RockyMountain Institute Agriculture ProgrmQ l%rm Subsidies: Consequences
andA/tematives, 1992. Nor does it deal with other regulatoryand policy initiatives which could be
used to promote environmental protection in agriculture: stronger regulatory restrictions, input taxes
on pesticides and fertilizers, charges on excess manure, educationprograms, technology
improvements and restrictions on use of dangerous chemicals. Improvements in subsidies aimed at
encouraging sustainable agriculture will be most efketive if applied in concert with regulato~ and
policy initiatives.
The Advisory Committee to the Accord on Environmental Sustainability in the Agri-Food Sector,A
Strategy: Towards Environmental Sustainability in the A~”-Food Sector in British Columbia, 1993.

RuI@ G.G., Soil Degradation andRural Land Use Change (AgricultureCanadaandB.C.Ministry
of Agriculture, Fisheries and F@ 1990).
GrifMbs, Angeb ‘The Use of Economic Instruments in Agriculture to Address Environmental
Concerns” [unpublished manuscript July 16, 1993]at 5.
SeeRobert D. Sopuclq CanadakAgn”cultural and Trade Policies: Implications for Rural Renewal
and Biodiversity (Ottawa: National Round Table on the Environment ~d the Economy, July 1993)
at 12.

I
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The agriculture sector has largely mitigated the effects of soil loss on agricultural
production by eliminating or reducing the amount of tillage, and by using organic and

—

chemical inputs,6 but soil erosion continues to cause water pollutio~ loss of fish habitat
and loss of potable water.7 And several of these answers to soil erosion -- intensive
chemical and natural inputs -- pose threats to the%ider environment. For instance, in the

—

Fraser Valley excess nitrates in both manure and artificial fertilizers, as well as
phosphorous and pesticides, leach through soil and enter aquifers. Nitrate levels in the
important Abbotsford aquiiler exceed recommended levels for drinking water.g Some
persistent pesticides have been found in Fraser Valley aqtiers six years after farmers
stopped using them. Runoff also contaminates sutiace waters.

Another major impact of agriculture on the environment has been loss of wildlife habitat
and biodiversity. Canada’s 1991 State of the Environment Report states:

-—

—

—

“Of all human activities, agriculture has probably had the greatest effkct, dwectly —
and indirectly, on wildlife. By clearing forests, replacing natural vegetation with
crops, draining wetlands, and destabilizing natural biochemical balances by the use
of chemical fertilizers, insecticides and herbicides, agriculture has been responsible —

for dramatic reductions in numbers and range of some species and the introduction
of other species into new areas.

.

.. .

—

Agriculture has had a serious impact on the quality and quantity of wetlands in the
southern latitudes of Canada. Drainage of marshes and sloughs to create
croplands has counted for 85 percent of all losses of wetlands across the country. “g —

Since the Second World War subsidies to farmers have encouraged much of the
environmental degradation caused by agriculture. In Canada over eight billion dollars was
spent by the federal and provincial governments to support agriculture in 1991-92.10
Almost two thirds of this amount was fkom the fderal government and approximately
three to five bdlion dollars of this could be considered as direct production and export
subsidies. 11

—-

6 SeeRobert D. SopuclLIbid, at 12.
7 Ibid.
8 Liebscher, Hu~ Hii, Basil & McNaughtou Duane, Nitrates and Pesticides in the Abbotsford

A@ijer, Slwthwestem British Columbiaj (North Vanmuver EnvironmentCana@ 1992).
9 Carm@ TheState of Canada’s Environment (Ottawx Supply and SeMces, 1991) at 645.
10 Sopuclqabove at footnote 5,at31.
11 Ibid.

—

..
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These subsidies come in many forms. They include income, revenue and crop insurance
program% tax breaks; price stabtition programs subsidtig the cost of fkrming
practices, capital. improvements or management plans; and grants for taking land out of or
not putting land into production. Agricultural subsidies can contribute to environmental
problems in a number of ways. For instance, tax deductions for agricultural inputs can
encourage overuse of pesticides and discourage efficient use of manure throughout B.C.;
improperly designed subsidized crop insurance programs can encotirage planting on
marginal lands, monoculture, or other environmentally negative practices;12 and
subsidized grain transport can encourage over-concentration of liveitock in the Fraser
Valley.13

However, subsidies are increasingly being offered as a solution to today’s agro-
environmental problems. Avoiding agro-environmental problems may impose costs on
f-ers that they are unable to absorb. For instance, simply because they cannot afford
the capacity to store manure for long periods, fmers often apply manure several times
during the winter months when it is highly susceptible to leaching and run-off and when its
nutrients are least likely to be absorbed by plants. 14 Subsidies for manure storage facilities
are one means of overcoming the problem.

The survey of subsidy and payment programs in t@s report comes at a particularly
important time for policy makers who wish to ensure sustainable agriculture and an intact
environment. Two events suggest that the time is ripe for increased use of agro-
environmental subsidies. First, cument negotiations over a new General Agreement of
TaritTs and Trade (“GATT”) - the so-called Uruguay Round negotiations -- will likely
result in a decline in agricultural subsidies. Proposed revisions to GATT call for
reductions in agricultural support payments of 20 percent to 36 percent. This reduction

12 See Agriculture_ EhvironmentatAssessment of Crop Insurance: Qualitative Assessment,
DraftRep@ July27, 1993. - House of Commons, Standing Committee on Agrkxhre, The
Path to Sustainable Agriculture (Ottawz Supply and SeMces Cam@ 1992) at 4.

13 G.C. Van Kooteu Richard M. Porter, Richard Eiuichello “Institutions, Economic Incentives and
Susminable Agriculture” [unpublished manuscrip~ 1993] at 17. See also_ Agriculture
_ EnvironmentalAssessment of Crop Insurance: Qualitative Assessment [unpublished drafL
July 27, 1993] at 21 and 66.

14 In the Fraser Valley the average storage capacity is about 3 months Grifliths, see above at footnote
4. See also M.E. Hageq Agricultural RunoflContamination in the Fraser Valley, (Fraser River
Estuary Management ProgmIq1990).

3
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could lead to approxhately one bdlion dollars annual savings in Canada by the year
2000.15 A recent report published by the National Round Table on the Environment and
the Economy recommends that:

—

“The government of Canada redirect that portion of agricultural subsidies that will
be removed under a reformed GATT, about one billion dollars per year, or a
portion thereof to create incentives for f-ers and rural land owners to deliver
“ecological services” from private land as the newest f- product. These services
would take the form of blodiversity conservatio~ wetlands for flood control and
water management, trees, endangered species habitat, buffer zones along
waterways and wildlife halitat among others.” 16

—

The second event which makes the time ripe for changes to agricultural subsides to
promote environmental protection is the current environmental review of Canada’s major
domestic support programs. These environmental reviews are currently being prepared or
reviewed by the government to determine whether eligibtity for f- support subsidies
should be made conditional on farmers meeting minimum environmental standards.
Legislation is already in place to make fmers’ eligibility for these programs dependent on
measures to protect the environment.

For Environmental Protection

—

—

Measures
—

This section will discuss the main types of subsidies available to farmers who undertake
environmental protection measures, ‘or who rellain from activities that degrade the
environment. It discusses neither subsidies which are available to all sectors for
environmental protection measuresl’ nor subsidies to fmers’ associations engaged in
technology transfer or education programs. 18 We have included payments to fmers for —

undertaking activities which have little value to their firm but which may benefit the /

1s Reductions are phased in over a number ofyears. See Sopuck *e at fdotnote 5, at 39.
16 Sopuclq aboveat footnote 5, at 40.

\ 17 This includes subsidies such as the acceleratedcapital cost tax write off for pollution control
equipment under the fderal Income TuxAct, and the exemption of land devoted to pollution control
in the B.C. Property Tm Ad. ,

18 There are several subsidy programs for h producer associations. Producer group subsidies are
typically aimed at fimding technology transfer. For instance, the Green Plan for Agriculture provides
funding for “Producer ConservationOrgarkations” which are created to enmurage the developmen~
evsluatiou transfer and adoption of management practices and technologies that sustain soil and
water productivity over the long term. Up to 80%0of eligible costs will be funded to a maximum of
$40,000 per year. Similarly, the Canada-British Columbia Soil Conservation Program funds
producer consemation organizations to assist in technologytransfer programs and to develop public
awarenessprojects on Stainability in agriculture.

—.

—
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environment. Some writers have said that such payments for ecological services are not+
subsidies in that they do not underwrite the cost of agricultural production.

. Five types of subsidies are covered:

● management practice subsidie~

● set-aside and acreage reduction program%

● equipment and capital improvement subsidleq

. provision of M&tructure; and

.
● incentives for organic ftig,

Individual programs may involve elements from several of these classifications; for*
example, the North American Watefiowl Management Plan involves both management
practice subsidies and set aside subsidies.19

Management Practice Subsidies

A number of programs compensate fhrrners for using environmentally superior fanning
methods. Such methods include rehining from the use of ftiilizers or pesticide use of-
winter catch crops20 and increased use of consewation tdlage.zl The relative
environmental merit of each method is subject to debate. For instance, while conservation

%- tillage reduces soil erosion it is often associated with increased use of herbicides to control
weeds. This section does not attempt to evaluate the environmental effectiveness of one
method over another.

+

Canadian Programs

h

In Canad~ the most common method of promoting environmental protection in
agriculture is to find approved management projects, which can include payments for

b adopting particular practices as well as subsid~tion of actual costs incumed. A number of

b
19 Because of the importance of the NAWMP it is &cussed separately.
20 Catch crops are crops that absorb nitrates othenvise available for leaching.
21 Conventional fhrming methods involves repeatdy t.ilkg the soil and incoqorating all plant

residues. This leaves the soil surfhcebare and vulnerable to erosion. Tillage is used primarily as a
method of weed control by exposing weed seeds. Consemation tillage refers to any form of
cultivation which leavesplant residues on the surfiweof the soil.

.
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these programs have been established under the joint federal provincial Land Management
Assistance Program (“LMAP”). LMAP finds are available both for projects aimed at
sustaining the natural resource base for agriculture but also increasing long term financial
returns for non-grain producers. The 22 million dollars of the federal budget allocated to
this program for the years 1991 to 1994 is divided among the seven non-prairie provinces
according to their farm acreage.zz

—

LMAP programs vary enormously according to the details of agreements worked out
between the federal government and provinces. Examples of LMAP programs which
encourage sustainable management practices include:

—● In Ontario, the High Crop Residue program provides acreage payments for
producers that eliminate or minimize tilliig and retain crop residue on their fields.
Farmers can receive up to $30 per acre each year if there is a minimum of 30% crop
residue coverage at the time of planting and $20 per acre for at least 20°/0residue
coverage. Compensation is payable up to a maximum of 100 acres or 30V0of the
previous year’s planted acres.2s $3.6 million dollars is budgeted for the program in the
most recent fiscal year. —

. In New Brunswiclq the New Brunswick Ministry of Agriculture makes per acre
payments for management practices that reduce soil erosion and increase the

—

organic content of soil. Payments of $50 per acre are available for green manure
crops, and $15 per acre for winter catch crops.zA

European Programs

A number of European jurisdictions have adopted schemes which compensate farmers for
adopting certain management practices. Notable examples are: —

● The German Nafure Conservdint Act authorizes optional region-specific
compensation for adopting environmental management practices.zs Farmers are
compensated for participating in a number of measures including rehiring from
spraying pesticides in fields or around the edge of crops, reducing fertilizer use,

22 AgricultureCanada,OEC’D Questwm”re, Agriculture and the Environment:Canadu’sResporwe,
Prepared by A@cuhure Canada Environmental Bureau, June 1993.

23 Ibid.

24 Ibid. See also New Brunswick Department of Agriculture and Agriculture (ha@ Prof~ ’92:
Canada-New Brunswick Cooperation Agreement on Agn”-FoodDevelopment (1992) at c-l 12.

25 de Haeq H., I-LF.F- C. Thoroe & W. Wahmho6 ‘Impact of German intensive crop production
and agricultural chemical policies in HildesheirnerBorde & Rhein-u” ed. by Michael D. Young
in Towards Sustainable Agricultural Development (London:Belhaven Press, 1991) at 18. The Act
also places levies on certain agricultural practices.

6
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.

leaving meadows unused during insect hatching periods, and rehiring from changing
grassland into cropland. The amount of compensation paid varies considerably
depending upon the specific measures taken by the farmer and the income losses
incurred.26

c Swedish f-ers are compensated for leaving at least 10’%of their arable land in
summer fallow followed by an autumn cover crop to reduce erosion during the
winter. The amount paid is in proportion to the potential productivi~ of the land.z7

● Several European programs pay fmers for rehiring born spraying around the edge
of crops. Crop-edge programs have been successfi.dly utilized in the United
Kingdom.28 Farmers who do not spray strips around fields, amounting to at least
2.5V0of the total area of cereals on the farms, receive compensation. Studies show
that the program significantly enhanced bird and butterfly populations while having
very little effect on crop yields.zg

. Germany is considering subsidies to encourage storage and inter-farm exchange of
manure. The subsidies would be paid in whole or in part by a tax on fertilizers which
would help induce better use of manure and would be implemented in tandem with
regional-specific regulations to limit stock concentrations which produce more manure
than can be absorbed locally.so

. Since 1988 European Community regulations have directed member states to adopt
incentives encouraging lowering production without reducing the acreage being
cultivated. The purpose of these programs is to encourage low input farming
techniques. Most states have opted for programs specifically aimed at encouraging
organic farmin~sl but the regulations also envisage programs under which fhrmers
would enter into agreements to reduce their production by twenty percent within five
years. Farmers could do so by reducing inputs such as fertiliirs, or reducing the
number of animals per acre but would not be allowed to reduce acreage of land
cultivated or grazed.sz

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

b

-

Ibid, at 19-20.
Organization for Economic and @operative Development Agricultural andlihvironmental
Policies: Opportunities for Integration (Paris: OECD, 1989)at 107.
Under the Cereals and GameBirds project
A. Korbey (cd.), Food Productwnandour Rural Environment: 7he Wq Aheud (Reading
University of Reading, Centre for Agriculture Strategy, 1985)at 31.
Orgmization for Economic Cooperationand Development, aboveat fwtnote 27, at 144.
These are (@ussed belowatfmtnotes 74 to 76.
Organization for Economic and Co-operativelkvelopmen~ Agricultural andl?nvironmental Policy
Integration: Recent Progress and New Directions (Paris: OECD, 1993)at 61.

7
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ManagementSubsidesfor EnvironmentallySensitiveAreas

Regulations under the Community’s Common Agricultural Policy require members to
make payments available to farmers in areas designated as environmentally sensitive to
assist the farmers in following recommended practices.ss A number of initiatives have
been adopted under these regulations including the following:

. The Netherlands restricts certain ftig practices in designated water protection
zones and the f-ers are compensated annually based on the number of hectares
tiected by the restrictions.sq The Netherlands also arranges contracts between fanners
in sensitive areas and the government for farming practices which are compatible with
the mtural environment of the area.35

. The United Kingdom identified nitrate sensitive areas in 1990 in response to soil
degradation and pollution problems in lakes, rivers, aqutiers and the ocean.s6Farmers
with land in these areas are eligiblefor two types of environmental management
scheme. Under the basic scheme farmers receive an annual per hectare payment for
restricting the use of nitrogenous fertilizers and animal manure, sowing a crop or cover
crop to avoid bare land in the fd, and retaining hedgerow and woodland.
Compensation payments vary from area to area depending on compliance costs. Under
the “Countryside Premium Scheme” higher compensation is available for taking arable
land out of productio~ establishing permanent cover and undertaking conservation
activities. This scheme is @ther described below.s7 Approximately 87% of the land
designated as nitrate sensitive is involved in the basic scheme and 13% in the premium
scheme.

—

● Denmark has designated approximately4% of arable land as environmentally
sensitive, and farmers in environmentally sensitive areas can enter into management
‘planswhich require them to establishpermanent cover and shift to grazing.sg

—

33

34

35

36

37

38

EC Regulation 797/85, Article 19; Organintion for Economic Cooperation and Development,
—

ibid., at 58.
Ibid.
Organizadon for Economic Cooperationand Developmen~ReformingAgn”cultural Policies:

.

Quantitative Restrictions on Pro&ction andDirectIncome Support (Paris: OECD, 1990)at 62.
Hanky, N.,”The Economics of Nitrate Pollution Control in the U.K,” in Z%rming and the
Countryside: An Economic Analysis of liktemal Costs and Benefits (London: CAB International,
1991) at 59. ,/

At ftmtnote 53.
Foster, I. &B. Ilbury, “WaterProtectionZontw A Valid ManagementStrategy?”ed.by A.W. Gilg

—

in Re@ructurz”ngthe Countryside: Environmental Policy in Practice (Oxford, U.K Avenbury
Studies in Green Research, 1992) at 209.

—.

—
8
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● The U.K Countryside Stewardship Scheme was introduced in 1991 for the
management of environmentallysensitive areas. Fanners owning land in the designated
areas can be paid for managementpractices designed to restore valued landscapes and
halitats and to improve public access. Farmers receive payments for restricting
drainage, fertilizer and pesticide use and grazing levels.3gThe schemewas reviewed
recently from environmental and economic perspectives and found to be successfid.m

. In Germany water protection zones have been designated in which restrictions on
farming practices are aimed at reducing the leaching of nitrates and pesticides into
groundwater. ‘Restrictions may include limits on use of nitrogen fertilizers and are
often stricter in the inner sections of the zones. Farmers are compensated by annual
payments per hectare tiected, with payments reflecting the extent of restrictions and
their impact on f- incomes.

Potential for Environmental Management Subsidies in British Columbia

British Columbia has no subsidy program for environmental management practices other
than a few habitat protection programs under the North American Waterfowl Management
Plan.41 Many of the European programs, for ~stance, those encouraging reduced use of
nitrate fertilizers in sensitive areas maybe especially relevant in the British Columbia
context where over application of fertilizer and manures has lead to nitrate contamination
of ground and surface water.

Set-aside and Acreage Reduction Programs:

Programs which retire a percentage of a freer’s land for a period of time in exchange for
compensation pafients were originally designed to control supply as well as to give the
farmer some income support. Although set-aside and acreage reduction programs which
are aimed at controlling pollution dkcourage extending production into marginally
productive lands, they can encourage intenstied production on the remainder of a farmer’s
kmd.4z On the other han~ programs specifically aimed at conserving soil and contributing
to the protection of habitat have proved usefil in meeting these ends.

39 Zbid., at208.

4 Organintion for Economic Cooperation snd Development, aboveat footnote 32, at 92.
41 This is discussedbelow at footnote 57.
42 Reicheldexfer,Katherine H. “EnvironmentalEffkctsof Farm Programs in Developed Countries” in

Sustainable Agn”culture: Its Policy Eflects on the Future of Cana& and Ontario ’sAgrifood @stem,
Proceedings of a ConferenceSponsoredby The GeorgeMorris Centre, University of GuelpL
titiO, hhy 1990 at ~, D.J. Briggs & E. Kerrell, ‘Patterns and hqbtions of policy Induced
AgriculturalAdjustmentsin the EuropeanCanmum“ty,’ed. by A.W. Gilg, in Restructm”ng the

9
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Canadian Programs

In Canada programs under which fkrrners could potentially receive finding for taking or
keeping environmentally sensitive land out of production include the following:

● The Permanent Cover Program for the prairies was initiated in 1988 in
Alberta and Saskatchewan to reduce cultivation and encourage planting of
peremial vegetation on highly erodible or marginal prairie lands where
cultivation is causing soil degradation.43It was extended in 1991 to cover
Manitoba and the Peace River region of British Columbia and expired in March
1993. With a total budget of $69 million approximately 1,197,000 acres have
been put under permanent cover.a The program is administered by the Prairie
Farm Rehabilitation Administration within Agriculture Canada.

—

.

Under the program, farmers signed 10 or 21 year legally binding contracts
rendering them ineligible for crop insurance or other financial privileges on land
specified in the contract. The agreements were registered against title to the
afkcted land to bind subsequent purchasers. Eligible lands must have been

.

continuously cropped or under a crop fallow rotation. An initial one time
payment of $20 per acre was issued to approved applicants after the eligible
acres had been seeded to permanent cover. A second payment of $25 or $60
respectively was issued for 10 or 21 year agreements.45 The potential of the
program to protect important habitat has been maximized by coordination with —

Ducks Unlimited as part of the North American Waterfowl Management Plan.

● The Ontario Permanent Cover Program. The objective of this L-
program is to allow a farmer to bid for up to $10,000 in assistance to retire
il@le croplands and establish permanent cover of either grass or trees. Bids are .
reviewed by local peer groups and evaluated against priorities set by local
municipalities and conservation authorities. The program encourages buffer
strips along watercourses, creation of forested blocks on erodible lands, buffer

43

44

45

46

Count@de: Environmental Policy in Practice, (Oxford, U.K. Avenbury Studkx in Green
Research, 1992) at 92 and 99.
Marginal land is defined un&r the program as land classiied as Ckiss 4 or higher under the Canada
Land Inventory System. This constitutes about 159’oof cultivated land on the Prairkx. See
Agriculture U aboveat footnote 22.
Based on July 1992 actual and projectedfigures: Agriculture Cdnada aboveat fmtnore 22, and
Prairie Farm Rehabilitation AssocWoXLPotential Impact of Permanent Cover Programmed on
Federal Government Expenditures Draft Paper, Smkatoon: PFRA Policy Analysys SeMce, 1992] at
25.

. —

Agriculture Canada, above at footnote 22.
Land Management AssistanceProgmm. See above at fwtxiote 22 and accompanying text.

—

-.
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strips around wetlands and windbreaks. The programs’ budget has most
recently been set at $2,954,000 per yead’ almost all of which is for payments to
farmers.

Other than the Permanent Cover Program in the Peace River, no programs appear to be
specifically ain%d at getting or keeping B.C. farmland out of production.

*

km

American Programs

Conservation Reserve Program

In the United States the Conservation Reserve Programa was initially implemented under
the Food Security Act of 1985 (the “1985 F- Bil/’’)49to reduce soil loss by retiring
millions of acres of highly erodible land from production. The program was intended to
reduce agricultural non-point sources pollution of waterbodies by pesticides, sediments
and fertilizers. In 1990 the F& Agriculture, Conservation and Trad2 Act (the “1990
F-Bill”) established a separate Wetlands Reserve Program and made freed wetlands
ineligible for the CRP. At the same time the Fti A~”culture, Conservation and Trade
Act expanded the CRP to withdrawal of non-erodible land which is important to ground
and surface water protection. For instance, strips along wetlands, lakes and rivers which
filter sediment and chemical runoff from adjacent land can be enrolled in CRP even if not
erodible.

Under the program f-ers submit bids to the Secretary of Agriculture to take some or all
of their highly erodlble land out of crop production and put it in the Conservation Rese~e
for 10 to 15 years. The bids require an erosion control or consewation pl~ usually calling
for planting of tree cover. Farmers who plant hardwood trees or construct wildlife
corridors, windbreaks or shelter belts may request contracts up to 15 years in length. The
government pays a yearly rental payment in return. Payments are not supposed to be
higher than local rental rates for comparable land and are limited to $50,000 per person.
Bids exceeding a maximum per-acre amount established by the Secretruy of Agriculture
will not be accepted.

47 This is budget for 1993-94fiscal yeac See Agriculture Cana@ aboveat fmtnote 22.
48 The information of the Conservationand Wetlands ReservePrograms is taken from World Wildlife

I%@ Statewide Wetlan& Strategies: A Gui& to Protecting and A4anaging the Resource
(Washington D.C.: Island Press, 1992hOrgankationfor Eumomic Cooperationand Development
above at footnote 32, at 64; Mladdez Michael J., “TheUse of Economic Instruments to Enhance
Environmental Protection in British Colurnbix SelectedLegal and Jurisdictional Issues,”
[unpublished manuscrip$ August 1993]; Council on Environmental Quality, Environmental
Quality: 23rdArmualReport of the Council on Environmental Quality (Washington D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing CM’ice,1993); Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
above at footnote 27, at 115.

49 16 U.S.C. art. 3830-3837 (Supp. 1991).

11
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The federal government will also pay for half the cost of implementing the erosion control
plan. This incentive may in some cases be insufficient. For instance, f~ers may be

—

reluctant to enroll vegetative filter strips due to the high costs of maintaining such strips.
Some states provide additional cost sharing assistance or tax benefits that supplement the
federal benefits. For example Virginia and Maxyland provide additional fimdmg for
maintenance of vegetative strips. Addhional finds maybe also available for areas
targetted by the North American Waterfowl Management Plan.

As of August 1992, fmers had enrolled 36.5 million acres in the Conservation Reserve
Program. An additional 6 to 11 million acres is expected to be enrolled in the next three
years. Average soil loss on CRP Land has declined to one tenth of the former rate.so
Farmers have planted 2.4 million acres in trees, 31 million acres in grass, and another 2
million acres in plantings specifically intended to benefit wildliie. Although the program
has reduced fertilizer and pesticide use on resewe lands there appears to be an
intensification of production (using increased fertilizers and pesticides) on the lands not
placed in reserve. The benefits of the CRP to natural resources, including water and air
quality and soil productivity has been estimated at $10 billion per year, not including
benefits to wildlife and flood control.sl —

Wetland Reserve Program
—

The 1990 Farm Bill also established the Wetlands Reserve Progr~ modeled after the
Conservation Reserve Program. The Wetlands Reserve Program took over wetlands
enrolled in the CRP between 1989 and 1990. The Department of Agriculture is d~ected

—

to enroll up to one million acres between 1991 and 1995. Forty six million dollars was set
aside for the program in 1992. Farmed wetlands and agricultural land converted from
wetlands, as well as buffer zones and some riparian areas are eligible for enrollment.
Enrolled lands must be subject to permanent conservation covenants or covenants for
thirty years.

Farmers are required to implement conservation plans approved by the Soil Conservation
Sewice and the Fish and Wddlife Service. Only agricultural uses such as periodic haying
or grazing which are compatible with protecting wetlands are permitted.

—

Participants receive a lump sum for permanent easements or ten equal payments for thirty
year easements. Payments are not to exceed the difference in market value of land
covered by the easement. Fifty percent cost sharing for approved conservation measures
is available for thirty year easements and 75°/0cost sharing for permanent easements.

—

50 From 21 to 2 tons per acre peryear.
51 SopuclLabove at footnote 5, at 41.

—
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—.
Both the Conservation and Wetlands Reserve program are now administered together as
the Environmental Conservation Acreage Reserve Program. The United States
Department of Agriculture is scheduled to release an evaluation of the programs late in
1993.52

European Programs

.

.

.

L

Set aside programs spectically ahned at protecting habitat or avoiding farming of
sensitive areas are much more likely to have significant environmental impacts. As noted
above under the “Countryside Premium Scheme,” United Kingdom f~ers in nitrate
sensitive areas can receive compensation for converting arable land to grassland and
undertaking practical conservation measures such as restoring hedgerows and cultivating
wildflower meadows.ss

Eight of the eleven provinces in former West Germany are involved in grassland
extensiflcation schemes designed to preserve wild plant and animal species. Farmers are
also paid for rehining from changing grassland into cropland. The amount of
compensation paid varies considerably depending upon the specific measures taken by the
farmer and the income losses incurred.sq

In the U.K. the Farm Woodland Scheme provides grants for the cost of trees and annual
payments for planting trees on agricultural land. The payments reflect lost income and are
larger the more productive the land removed horn production. Payments are also higher
for trees considered to be environmentally preferable. The program is quite small, with
only 36,000 hectares targeted.ss The U.K. also provides grants for constructing
hedgerows.

Potential for Set-Aside Programs in British Columbia

The use of set aside programs specificallyaimed at taking highlyerodible land out of
production encouraging restoration of habitat or taking areas highlysusceptible to
groundwater contamination out of intensiveproduction should be considered for British
Columbia. The experiences of the United States with the Conservation Resource
Progr~ of Ontario with the Permanent Cover Program for establishing buffer strips
along waterways, and the United Kingdom’s Countryside Premium Scheme all stand out as
programs which could be easily adapted to British Columbia’s needs.

52 These reports were not available to the public as of November 1,1993.
53 Organhation for Economic Cooperation and Development, above at fmtnote 32I,at 64; I. Foster &

B. Ilbury, above at fmtnote 38, at 209.
54 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Ibid., at 19-20.
55 Zbid., at 62.
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North American Waterfowl Management Plan —

The North American Waterfowl Management Plan (“NAWMP”) was signed between ‘
Canada and the United States in 1986, and was endorsed by Mexico in 1989. The
agreement’s objective is to restore wateflowl populations to the levels of the 1970’s by
securing over 2.5 million hectares of wetland and upland habitat across Canada. $1.5
billion will be spent over 15 years, $1 bfion of which will be spent in Canada.sG

NAWMP identifies 34 areas of concern for habitat throughout North Americaq and also
identties the tlnancial resources and actions that are to be taken by governments, the
private sector and agricultural interests to resolve land use problems. To implement a plan
of the magnitude of the NAWMP, it was necessag to break the plan down into smaller .

manageable segments. Thirteen joint ventures were formed throughout North American.
These include the Pacific Coast Joint Venture (“PCJV’’)which is aimed at restoring habitat
from San Francisco Bay to Prince Rupert and the Prairie Habitat Joint Venture (“PHJV”)
in the three prairie provinces.

The PHJV is the largest joint venture. It seeks to enhance or restore wetland and upland
—

habitat on 3.6 million acres of land in the southern Canadian Prairies.S7 Through
individual provincial plans a variety of programs have been identified for field
implementation. Crown corporations with duectors from a number of governmental and
non-governmental organizations are responsible for implementing the plan in .
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Programs developed under the PHJV include: —

● the Manitoba Habitat Heritage Program. Under this program landowners enter
into five year agreements with the Manitoba Heritage Corporation and the
Manitoba Ministry of Natural Resources, to maintain wildlife halitat in its present
state. Payments are based on acreage and value of the land. Priority is given to
lands vulnerable to agricultural development. Payments are limited to $1000 per

.

year and $8 per acre per year.ss

The effectiveness of programs such as the Manitoba Habitat Heritage Program
have been limited partly because they have to compete with dome~ic support —

56 COX Kenne@ Wetlanak: A Celebration of Life, Final Releaseof the Canadian Wetlands
Conservation Task Force (Ottam North American Wetlands Conservation Council (Canada), 1993)
at 52.

ST McKeatin& Gerald ,“The North American WaterfowlManagement Plain An Example of National
—

and International Cooperation and ResourceManagement” ed. by Monique Ross & J. Owen
Saunders in Growing Deman& on a Shrinking Heritage: Manging Resource Use Conjlicts (Calgary
Canadian Institute of ResourcesLaw, 1992)at 250. .

58 Manit@ Financial Assistance ProgamsAvailable to Mianaitoba Farmers (Winnipeg Manitoba
Agriculture, 1992) at 29.

—
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subsidies which discourage the conversion of marginal land to waterfowl use. 59
According the a study fimded by the PHJV government expenditures on taking
marginal land out of production to encourage habitat preservation saves tax payers
money by reducing expenditures under domestic support programs.

● The Prairie Consewation of Agriculture Resources and Environment
(CARE) program operates in Albert% Saskatchewan and Manitoba and is a major
element of NAWMP. The program is designed to restore declining watefiowl
populations by encouraging fmers to set aside parcels of land, primarily wetland
habitat, or change management practices so that wildlife and agriculture can co-
exist. As well as including demonstration projects and leasing of hay land and
pasture, fmers receive payments for management practices such as delayed
haying deferred grazing limited tilling and rotational grazing.@ Payments of $7
per acre are made to delay cutting of hay and faers receive flee seeds for
waterfowl forage plus payments of $20 per acre less the cost of forage seeds if
they establish a satisfactory crop for watetiowl forage. Farmers also receive up to
$10 per acre for reducing tillage of fields left fdow during the summer.

● Alberta Buck for Wildlife Program was established in 1973 and is carried out
by the Alberta Fish and Wildlife Branch and Ducks Unlimited, Canada. It has been
incorporated as one component of the NAWMP. Funds from hunting and fishing
licenses provide financial incentives to landowners to retain critical wetland and
upland habkat.

Implementation of the Pacific Coast Joint Venture began in 1992 and to date remains
limited. The Pacific Coast Joint Venture calls for securing 55,400 hectares through
purchase or administrative transfw. However, it also calls for

. payments to encourage certain management practices (for example winter flooding,
eliminating fall sillage, and moist soil management);

. payments to take land out of productio~ and

. purchases of restrictive covenants.

59 See R. Gray,“AnAnalysis of the Prairie Habitat Joint VentureInitiativeson PrairieAgricultural
SubsidyRequirements,” (1992) as cited in sopuc~ aboveat fbotnote 5, at 41.

60 See Kenneth CO%aboveat fmtnote Se Alberta Water Resources (lxnmissio~ Wetkrnd
Management in the SettledAreas ofAlberta (Edmonton Alberta Water Resources Commissio%
June 1990) at 25 to 26.
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The Greenfields project in the Delta area is an example of the first type of program.Gl
The project reimburses farmers for the costs of cover crop seed and pays $9.00 per acre
for planting costs on fields previously impacted by widgeonducks.GZ The c&ts of the
Greenfields project is paid for by the Canadian Wddlife Service with Fraser River Action
Plan finds, and by Ducks Unlimited. Pa~ents under the Greenflelds project account for
about 50 to 60 percent of farmers’ costs in planting winter cover crops. Although the
planting of winter cover crops benefits fmers by enhancing soil, the program is hampered
by a lack of recognition among farmers as to these benefits.63

Potential for improvements to the Pacific Coast Joint Venture

The Pacific Coast Joint Venture is an ambitious plan which appears to be hampered by
lack of finding. There is a clear potential to redirect fimds from existing support
programs to habitat protection and enhancement programs involving payments to fmers.
Payments for consemation covenants and improved management practices can potentially
help support the agriculture sector and protect the environment.

Subsidies for Equipment and Capital Improvement

One of the most common forms of subsidy is a government payment, loan or guarantee for
the cost of capital improvement projects, purchasing f- equipment and improving the
environmental design off-s. A number of Canadian programs helpto find
expenditures associated with environmental costs. Many of these are carried out under
the Land Management Assistance Program (“LMAPn).~

—

British Columbia

In British Columb@ the main source of assistance for costs of improved environmental
management practices is the Agricultural Land Development Assistance (“ALDA”)
program established under the A~”cuhura2 Credit Act.65 The ALDA program provides
producers with long-term, low-interest loans for specified on-farm capital

—

61 Personal cmnnmication with Theresa Duynstee,Ducks Unlimit@ GreenfielAProject Coordinator.
62 In areas heavily used by widgeon ducks there is no limit as to acreage for which fhrmers can be

reimb-, ihrrners non-high use areas are limited to enrolling 50 acres in the plan. From
Duymtee, i“heGreenfie/&NewsZetter,Volume 1, Number 4, July 1992.

.. 63 van Kooteu Porter & Barichello, aboveat fmtnote 13, at 29.
ti See above text accompanyingfootnote23.
65 This information was taken from ALDA “Info Sheets”provided by the B.C. Mink@ of Agriculture,

Fisheries and Food and tim Agriculture Canada’sGovernment Programs Available to the B.C.
Agri-FoodSector, 1991.
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.

+-

improvements.ti Not all ALDA eligible improvements encourage environmental
sustainability. For instance, new land clearing is eligible for ALDA subsidies. Capital
expenditures that quali& for ALDA loans include conservation tillage equipment;
livestock waste storage fkcilitie~ improvements ensuring that intensive livestock f~ing is
kept away from surface water course% seeders for cover crops; waste management
facilities; and run off control. Waste management facilities that quali& for assistance must
be recommended as part of a Best Waste Management Plans. The costs of such plans are+
paid under the Land Management Assistance Program.

& The Canada/British Columbia Green Plan for Agriculture commenced in April 1993, and
is administered by the B.C. Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries and the B.C.
Federation of Agriculture. It pays 50%, up to a maximum of $5,000, for approvede
projects that help farmers move to environmentally friendly practices.67 Twelve
million dollars (half fderal/ half provincial) is allocated for the first four years of the
progr~ although a large portion of this will be devoted to educatio~ research and
establishing producer conservation organizations.

Also, under the Canada - British Columbia LMAP Agreement the Agricultural
Research and Development CorporationGs administers a program that pays farmers 50Y0,
up to a maximum of $5,000 of approved expenditures that assist farmers in complying
with Codes of Acceptable Practice.69 The program commenced in July 1992 with a
$357,000 budget for three years, and 33 projects are approved up to the 1993/94 fiscal
year.’o Eligible expenditures must be related to soil conservatio~ enhancement of water
quality, or waste management.

Other Jurisdictions

Programs similar to British Columbia’s assistance for complying with Codes of Practice
exist in eve~ province. A few programs which stand out either in terms of what is fimded
or the degree of assistance available include the following:

. IrINew Brunswick the Land Management and Conservation Program finds 66% of
the cost of diversion terraces and waterways.71

66

67

68

69

70

71

The maximumloan is $75,000;the minimum loan is $5,000. The interest rate is set atone half the
average chartered bank rate for the previous six month period. The minimum interest rate on all
ALDAFrogram loans is 4Y0.

Agriculture Cana@ above at footnote22.
The research and development arm of the B.C. Federation of Agriculture.
These include the Code ofAgricultural Practice for Waste Management under the Ap”cultural
Wwte Control Regulation, B.C. Reg 131/92.
Agriculture Cam@ above at footnote 22.
Ibid. See also New Brunswick Profm ’92,aboveat fmtnote 24.
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● Under the joint Newfoundland - federal Soil and Land Management Program
approved land management projects considered to be in the public interest can

—

receive up to 100°/0 of the cost of the projects. If projects are considered to be
primarily beneficial to a specific f- operation they can receive up to 75’%of the
project costs.n

Subsidies for capital costs and improvements are also widely available in Europe. Grants
covering a portion of capital costs are often used to help f-ers meet new regulatory
standards.~

There appears to be no need for new capital cost assistance programs in British Columbl~
although the adequacy of available programs’ fimdmg and the effectiveness of program
delivery wamants fiu-ther consideration. Underwriting the cost of developing and
implementing Best Waste Management Plans could be expanded to cover the costs of all
best environmental management plans. For instance, the government could pay the costs
of developing site spetic best soil conservation management plans and groundwater
protection plans and assist in costs of implementing such plans.

Provision of Farm Infrastructure

—

In some cases it may be more cost effective to develop central facilities for dealing with
farm waste rather than to help f-s develop their own facilities. For instance, in the —

Netherlands central manure storage facilities have been built for use by farmers. The
Dutch program is part of an integrated mix of charges, regulations, and provision of
agricultural inhstructure intended to stop contamination of ground water with nitrates
and phosphorous from manure. Dutch regulations include limits on livestock production
densities depending on amounts of phosphorous in the livestock manure, bans on shifting
livestock production to environmentally sensitive areas, levies on farms that produce more –
phosphorous in manure than can be taken up by grasslands, provision of inhstructure
such as a central manure bank and manure processing facilities. These facilities must be
used for any surplus manure.

While the Netherlands scheme is not a subsidy (because the intlastructure is paid through
levies on surplus manure) similar programs could be partially subsidmed. The Dutch
system is noteworthy because of the combination of providing infkstructure paid for
through levies and mandatory use of the inhtructure. Similar programs could be studied
to combat similar problems in the Fraser Valley.

72 Rid.

73 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development above at fmtnote 32, at 52.

—

—

—
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. Incentives for Organic Farming

Farmers considering switching to organic farming are often inhibited by the fact that
stopping use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides will lower productivity in the short terq
but higher prices for organic produce are not usually available until a farm has not used
chemical inputs for several years. Organic farming is encouraged by a number of European

b.-
countries who offer conversion grants which compensate fkrmers for lost income during
the switch-over from traditional to organic agriculture.74

b

Typically, the level of support is highest in areas where the consequences of high-input
fkrrning are most serious.Ts Some countries, such as Germany and Finland, offer one-time

- payments for the conversion to alternative methods. Others, such as Sweden and Norway,
offer aid for up to three years. Under the Swedkh program the land devoted to organic
farming is expected to quadruple.TG

*

Similar programs may be particularly appropriate for the Fraser Valley where the costs of
intensive high input agriculture are becoming increasingly apparent.*

+ Conclusions and Summary

The above programs show the wide variety of programs that are potentially available to*
encourage environmentally pref~le practices in the agricultural sector. Expanding these
programs does not necessarily involve a increase in overall subsidies. A shift from current

h subsidies to payments for ecological services can be made in the context of reducing
subsidies under GATT. Studies of European Community Agricultural Policies have
suggested that a shift from price support to environmental management payments to

& fmers is, at no extra cost to the taxpayers, capable of simultaneously reducing
agricultural output, maintaining fa incomes and farm populations, reducing food prices,
and provid~g unequivocal environmental benefits such as reduced pollution and improved

* wildlife ha.litats and landscapes.~

+ The current subsidies for developing best waste management plans and associated capital
improvements could be expanded to develop best management plans for groundwater
protection or pest management. Such plans could be used to develop site specific

h prescriptions for fertilizer applications, sowing catch crops that absorb nitrates during the

74 Organization for Ecunomic Cooperation and Development, above at foonote 32, at 54.
75 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, above at foonote 32, at 60.

*- 76 Or-tion for Economic Cooperationand Development aboveat fmtnote 32, at 61.
V Jenkins, T.N., Environmental Approaches to F- SupPrt Policy in the E.C. ~niveraity College of

wales, manuscript].
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winter, and avoiding frequent or deep ploughing.7* The subsidies available could also be
expanded to encompass recommended management practices, especially when these
would not otherwise be cost effective for farmers. Subsidies have advantages over
regulations in encouraging the development of best management plans since regulations
are at best difficult to efiorce and the voluntary nature of subsidued programs
encourages necessary “buy-in” of farmers to the plan development and implementation
process.79

Also, the potential for set-aside programs aimed at encouraging preservation or
reclamation of environmentally sensitive land or important habitat should be fiu-ther
explored. Similarly, incentives for shifhg to organic production and the provision of
central facilities for manure storage and processing in the Fraser Valley warrant fin-ther ~
study.

Subsidies aimed specifically at encouraging environmentally superior practices are now
and are likely to continue to be permissible under international trade law. The Uruguay
round of international trade negotiations has targeted reductions in trade dktorting
agricultural subsidies; however, the proposals currently being debatedso specifically
exempt environmental programs.

—

—

—

—

Cross-compliance Measures
—

Subsidies for undertaking environmental measures can encourage improved environmental
practices. Another potentially far-reaching method is making farmers’ eligibility for
domestic support programs conditional on environmental practices.

Although many subsidy programs have been recently reformed to avoid encouraging
overproductio~ there has only been a limited move to using domestic support programs
as a tool to actively encourage environmentally superior firming practices. The United
States is the most advanced country in liig fiirmers’ eligibtity for major agricultural
support programs to compliance with conservation programs. cross-compliance was
introduced in the 1985 Furm Bill.sl Rather than making dwect payments to f-ers for —.

78

79

80

81

See Debbie Sivas, “GroundwaterPolluticinfrom Agricultural Activities: Policies for Protection”
(1988), 7 Stanford Environmental Law Journal 117, for a discussion of using subsidies to encourage
implementation of best managment plans for groundwaterprotection.
Sivas, Ibid., notes that although monitoring is still a neccesmy component of subsidy systems

—

oversight of these programs would probablybe easier that enforcementof pure regulatory directives. I

GA’IT Secr@riatj Drajl Final Act Embo@ing T%eResults of the Uruguay Round ofhlultilateral
Trade Negotiations, GATT’document MTN.TNC/W/FA December 1991 (known widely as the
Dunkel Text).
Food Security Act of 1985, above at footnote 49.

—
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complying with an approved management plaq cross-compliance made participation in
price support and other programs conditional upon adoption of soil conservation
measures.

.

Under the 1985 llzrm Bill, arable land which is vulnerableto erosion is designated as
highlyerodible. Farmers must have implementedan approved conservation plan by 1990,
and be in fill compliancewith the plan by 1995, or risk losing their fderal agricultural
support benefits for this land. Consemation plans are agreed upon by local committees of
fhnners and Department of Agriculture officials.

By 1992 over 1.3 million conservation compliance plans had been written covering 135
million acres. Farm plans typically take 4-8 hours to prepare. Plans generally require
adjustments in cultivation practices and rotations andmight include maintaining crop
residues on fields in winter, contour ploughin~ minimum tillage, and shelter belts. The
costs of implementing the plans has been estimated to be between $7 and $17 per acre,
depending on the region.

Benefits that can be withdrawn in the event of non-compliance include price support loans,
federal crop insurance, and disaster payments.~ Loss of these benefits has been estimated
to cost fmers between $37 and $62 per acre thus providing a strong incentive for
compliance.

k Another American cross-compliance program is the “swampbuster” program= which
denies program benefits to fmers who planted crops on wetlands converted after 1985
or who drain or otherwise convert designated wetlands. Similarly, the “sodbuster”

h provisions in the 1985 I%rm Bill deny benefits to farmers who cultivate or plant a crop on
any highly erodible grasslands which has not been previously cultivated.~ Lesser penalties

L are availablefor inadvertent violations so long as the farmer restores the damaged land.

Under swampbuster provisions, wetlands conversion is allowed ifit will cause only a
b minimal eff’ on the hydrological and biological value of wetlands. This determination is

made by the Soil Consewation Service and Fish and Wddlife Service. Drainage of
frequently cropped wetlands is also permissible ifa farmer restores previously converted
wetlands of equal ecological value. Some environmental groups have been critical of

= Hallberg, M.C., Poficyfor American A@xdtiuw: C%oicw.rand Consequences (Iowa Iowa State
univerai~ Pieaa, 1992).

= 16 U.S.C. art 3821-3824 (!@p. 1991).
84 Information on the awampbuaterand aodbuaterprograma is takea from the following sources:

World Wildlife Fund, above at fbotnote 48, at% et seq.; J.A. Miranowaki, J. Hrubovcak, &J.
Sutton, “The Effects of Commodity Progmrnaon Resource Use,” ed. by R.E. Just and N. Bockstael
in Commodi~ and Resource Policies in Agricultural Systems (Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1991) at
275.
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minimal effect determinations and determinations of what constitutes acceptable
replacement habitat.

—

Finally, under the Acreage Reduction Program f-ers have also been required to set
aside arable lands and seed it to grasses if they are to remain eligible for price supports.
Under the program the size of set-asides depends on the estimates of oversupply of crops.
Although the intent of this program is largely supply control rather than conservation it —

shows a potential for conservation set asides as a condhion for eligibility for domestic
support programs.

A major problem with the cross-compliance requirements is diflicuky in enforcing
provisions. Local committees determine whether their neighbors are properly
implementing plans and may be reluctant to enforce provisions. There has also been

.

inadequate erdlorcement of swampbuster provisions by local officials.*s

Cross-compliance Measures In Canada

Because of the importance of domestic support to the agricultural sector in Canada there
—

is an obvious potential for linking major domestic support programs to farmers compliance
with minimum environmental standards. There are approximately seventy domestic
support programs available to producers in the agriculture sector in British Columbla.sc
However, a handfhl of the available domestic support programs offer substantial economic
support to thousands of farmers around the province. These subsidies fimdamentally —

shape the nature of agriculture in this province and could provide an important means of
fostering improved environmental standards.

Major SupportRograms in BritishCWumbia

The following are the most important domestic support programs available to producers in
the British Columbia agriculture sector. Cross-compliance measures could be
incorporated into these programs.

● “ Net Income Stabilization Program (“NISA”)W is a federal provincial program —.
established under the F- Iizcome Protection Act. 88 NISA encourages f-em to

85 van Kooteu Porter and Barichello, aboveat footnote 13, at 18.
86 See Agriculture Canada Government Programs Available To l%e B. C. Agri-food Sector Queen’s

Printer, 1991; and the B.C. Food GroupAccess: Your Key to Government Programs and Services for
the Food Industry in British Columbia Queen’sPrinter, 1992.

87 Information in this section was taken from brochures of the NISA Administration office. The
brochures are titled “NISA:Questions and Answers”and “NISA Individual I@uction Guide”.

88 S.c.1991 C.22.
—
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invest finds in profitable years so that finds will be available in years the f~er
sufFers losses.m

● Gross Revenue Insurance Program ~GRIP’’)9Q like NIS~ is a joint federal-
provincial program established under the Z%rmIncome Protection Act. GRIP is a
revenue insurance program in which f-ers pay one third of the premium costs
while the federal and provincial governments pay the other two thirds. The
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food is trying to phase out GRIP and
replace it with NISAgl

e Crop Insurance Programw is intended to protect farmers from crop loss
resulting from weather, fire, flood and Wi.ldlife.gsThe heavily subsidized joint
federal-provincial program was established under the F&m Income Protection Act.
There are seven crop insurance plans covering 28 commodities in British
Columbia.gd

● Marketing Boards. Millq egg, chick~ turkey, broiler, and egg production in
British Columbia is governed by marketing boards that manage supply to
encourage artificially high prices. Marketing boards are established for different

S9

90

91

92

93

94

Farmers’contributions of up to 2% of their eligible net sales into a NRA account are matched by
fderal and provincial contributions. The fhrmers contributions receivehigher than normal market
interest rates. Presently NISA is available to producers ofvhtually all _ oil- fruits and
vegetables. It is not currently available to productxs oQivestock or producers of feed for livestock,
hwvever, the provincial Minishy of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food intends to extend NISA to cover
all agricultural production in the province. The f~ral and provincial governments match the
fiirrner’scontribution by each contributing an amount equal to lVOof the tier’s net sales. The
tier’s 2% will gain interest at a rate 3% higher than competitiverates.
Information on GRIP was taken from a jointly sponsored governmentbroohure titled “Canada-
British Columbia RevenueProtection Plan Handbookfor Grains and Oilseed”.
Currently only wheat barley, canola and oats are eligible for GRIP.
Information in this section was taken from a brochure producedby the B.C. Ministry of Agriculture.
Fisheries and Food. It is titled: “WhatYou Must Know About Crop Insurance”.
Insurance for losses from waterfowlhas been important in increasing tier support for wetland
restoration programs and discouraging drainage of wetlands: Alberta Water Resource CmnmissioL
WetlandManagement in the SettledArea ofAlberta, (Edmonton: Alberta Water Resources
Commissio% 1990)at 27-8.
Plans exist for Berries, Forage, Gn@ Grapes, Honey, Tree Fmi~ and Vegetables. The plans work
as follows: 1) The fkmner’s“productionguarantee” is calculatedbased on the tier’s historic
average pmductio~ acreage, and the amount of coveragehe or she wants. 2) The dollar-amount for
which the fiumer is coveredequals the “productionguarantee”multiplied by the cument market unit
value of the crop. 3) The amount which a f-er is paid equals the production guarantee minus the
harvest all multiplied by the unit value of the crop. The premium rate differs from tier to farmer
depending on the amount of risk involved in the crop, but the provincial and f~ral governments
each pay 25°/0of the premium ~ leaving the tier to pay 50°/0.
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commodities under the Natural Products Marketing (73C)Ac@ and allocate
maximum production quotas to indNidual fmers. Although marketing boards for

—-

poult~, and milk are permitted under the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement and
the Canada-Mexico Agricultural Trade Agreernen~9Gthe current round of General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade negotiations has focused on eliminating supply
management regimes. It is therefore unclear whether the supply management
system will continue in place for B.C. dairy and poultry industry.~ —

ThePotentialfor Cross-compliancein Cad

Although cross-compliance measures have yet to be established in Cana~gg the IZzrm
Income Protection Act, (“HPA”) under which NIS~ GRIP and Crop Insurance are
fi.mded, provides for cross-compliance. E7PA requires the Minister of Agriculture to take
long-term environmental sustainability into consideration in the federal-provincial
agreements which form the basis of programs under FIPA.99 Moreover, FPA requires the
federal provincial agreements to set out, “the circumstances and conditions under which
insurance may be withheld, restricted or enhanced for the purpose of protecting the
environment and of encouraging sound management practices to ensure environmental
sustainability. “loo

—

—

-.

Despite the requirement in FZPAto establish cross-compliance measures, the federal-
provincial agreement that established GRIP provided only that an environmental
assessment of GRIP would be completed by April 1993, and that recommendations
respecting cross-compliance measures would be made by the federal-provincial committee —

responsible for implementing GRIP after the completion of the assessment. 101The
federal-provincial agreement establishing NISA said that such recommendations would be
included in the environmental assessment report. 102 The M assessments were not

available at the time of printing this report.

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

RS.B.C. 1979, C.296.
The Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement does, however, increase the import quota for
poultry and eggs.
“GATTthreatens supply management” Globeand Mail, December6, 1993 at A-1.
It should be noted that some observorshave described Alberta’slivestock insurance program as
having across-compliance measure. Provincial compensation is refusedwhere management
prackces are consideredto have contributed to livestock losses. See Cam@ House of Commons,
Standing Committee on Agriculture, ThePath to Sustainable Agriculture (Gttmvw Supply and
Servi~ 1992)). Since the subsidy (compensationfor loss of livestock) is directly tied to the
condition of coverage (livestockmanagement which avoids loss) this program is less a QQM
compliance measure than a condition of eligibility.
Subsection4(2).
Section 5(2)(a).
GRIF AgreemenLs. 19.1 to 19.3, Schedule C, section 1 and I?U?As. 5(3).

Federal/Provincial AgreementEstablishing The Net Income Stabilization AccountFro- s. 6.7.
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Unllortunately, background repofis which will form the basis for the environmental
assessment of GRTP, NISA and the ftieral provincial crop insurance prograrn1°3 indicate
that the hid assessments may be of limited use in recommending effective and appropriate
cross-compliance measures. One interim report for both GRIP and NISA states that the
basic objective of the assessment is not to determine if production of agricultural products
covered by GRIP and NISA is being carried out in an environmentally sustainable manner,
but instead it only considers whether GRIP and NISA have impacted positively or
negatively on the status quo. 1~ A@ the interim report concentrates solely on GRIP and
its effects on production of grain and oilseeds. Given that GRIP and NISA were both
intended to overcome the worst incentives to poor environmental practices contained in
the systems they repla@ it seems unliiely that the final report will recommend effective
cross-compliance measures. By asking whether GRIP and NISA have improved matters
rather than asking whether they have lead to sustainable agriculture the underlying
purpose of cross-compliance -- achieving sustainability -- is ignored.

Similarly, the background report for the assessment of crop insurance not only fails to
answer the essential question of whether insured crops are being produced in an
environmentally sustainable manner, but also fails to consider a number of submissions on
crop insurance’s negative environmental impacts. For instance, the report does not
consider the degree to which crop insurance encourages cropping on marginal or fi-agile
land, whether the program discourages diversification of crops, and whether it encourages
increased fertilizer and pesticide use. 105

A conclusion identi&ing GRIP and NISA as an improvement over the old domestic
support system should not be taken as an indication that cross-compliance measures are
not required. Cross-compliance should be attached to programs which support
unsustainable activities regardless of whether they are more sustaimzble than they once
were.

It is imperative that the federal and provincial governments initiate a more substantive and
comprehensive environmental impact assessment of agriculture as it will be practiced
under GRIP and NISA and determine appropriate cross-compliance measures. The

105

F&@ D., Dra@ 10tvironmentalAssessment of GRIP and NIS4: Dra~lnterim Report Number 4,
(Calgqz Environment Management Associa@ January 1993} Agriculture - Environmental
Assessment of Crop Insurance: Qualitative Assessment, Draft Report July 271993. This qualitative
assessmentwill form one of four appendim to the final assessment. The final crop insurance and
NISA assessmentswere not availableat the time of writing. The environmental assessment of GRIP
was completedin October 1993,but at time of writing this draft was not yet available to the writers
of this report.
The report states that “This assessmentwill not provide a definitive answer to the queslion of
whether the production of grains and oilseedain Canada is environmentally sustainable rather, it
will assesswhether GRIP/NISA-inducedchanges area stabilizing or de-stabilizing influence on
selectedcomponents of agro-ecosystemsand the broader environment.”
See Appendix B to Agriculture (ha@ EhvironmentalAssessment of Crop Insurance,
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provincial and federal governments should also consider amending legislation under which
marketing boards are establishedl~ to allow for the use of cross-compliance measures as a

—

condhion of participation in marketing board systems.

Conclusions
—

British Columbia’s use of subsidies to encourage environmentally sensitive agriculture has
sofa been limited in comparison to many other jurisdictions. British Columbia should
explore increased use of payments to encourage environmentally sensitive management
practices; payments to farmers to take sensitive land out of productio~ subsidies to
encourage organic ftig; and provision of f- inhstructure. European Community
management subsidies for environmentally sensitive areas, the United States Wetlands
Reserve Progrq the Ontario Permanent Cover Progrq the Manitoba Habitat Heritage
Progr~ Swedish subsidies for conversion to organic farming and the Dutch Manure Law
could provide models to British Columbia and the federal government.

Also, both the federal government and the province should insist that the agreements for
programs such as GRIP, NISA and crop insurance set out cross-compliance measures.
The legislation is already in place for doing so, and with these programs under
environmental review, the time is ripe for inclusion of cross-compliance measures.
Consideration should also be given to amendmg supply management statutes to allow for
cross-compliance in the millq poultry and egg sectors.

However, subsidizing farmers’ environmental protection measures, paying for “ecological
services”, and tying eligibility for farm subsidies to compliance with minimum
environmental standards are only a few of the many tools that need to be used in the
integration of agriculture and the environment. Other means of encouraging
environmental protection within the agricultural sector include: effective land use planning
which prohibits certain types of agriculture in sensitive areas, input taxes on pesticides and
fertilizers, charges on excess manure, restrictions on densities of livestock in certain areas,
education programs, technology improvements and restrictions on use of dangerous

—

106 The Natural Products Marketing (B.C.) Act, RS.B.C. 1979, c. 2%, the Agricultural Products
MmketingAct, RS.C. 1985, c. A-6; the Farm Products MiwketingAgencies Act, RS.C. 1985, c. F-
4; the Canadian Dairy Commission Act, RS.C. 1985, c. C-15. None of these Acts provide
marketing boards or government with the power to establish cross-compliancemeasures. Cross-
compliance measures would need to be establishedby regulations passed by cabinet rather than
marketing board regulations as marketing boards are generally producer dominated and would have
little reason to set high standards. Cross-compliancemeasures for marketing boards would require
procedural safeguardsto ensure their fair application. Otherwise, they would likely be seen as
draconian given the high price paid for quotas and the *that quotas are mandatory for any
producers. In other words enforcementof cross-compliancemeasures for marketing boards would
mean potential loss of livelihood and loss ofvsluable property.

—

—

—

.

—
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chemicals. Improvements in subsidies aimed at encouraging sustainable agriculture will be
most effkctive if applied in concert with regulatory and policy initiatives.

.-
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